
INTRODUCTION

This year marks the 170th death anniversary of Russian writer 
Nikolai Gogol (1809-1852) and the 130th birth anniversary of Japanese 
writer Ryunosuke Akutagawa (1892-1927). Both gained recognition for 
their two tragicomedy 'Nose' stories, with varied plots1,2). Tragicomedy 
is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary, as 'a play (or, rarely, a 
story) combining the qualities of tragedy and a comedy, or containing 
both tragic and comic elements'3)

As a tribute to the literary creativity of Gogol and Akutagawa, I 
present a comparison of their stories, tinged with patient suffering and 
medical humor. Though, Gogol's story had attracted the attention of psy-
choanalysts and literati4-14), as of now, Akutagawa's story had failed to 
receive equal attention15,16). Hence, this brief commentary.

METHOD 

The tragicomedy 'nose' stories by Gogol and Akutagawa were stud-
ied. Both were originally published in Russian and Japanese languages, 
in 1836 and 1915 respectively.

RESULTS

Specific details of 'The Nose' stories written by Gogol and 
Akutagawa are compared in Table 1. Between the two stories, a 79 year 
gap exist, as reflected by the fact that Akutagawa was born 40 years fol-
lowing the death of Gogol. These 'Nose' stories were published when 

Gogol and Akutagawa were in their 27th and 23th year respectively. In 
both stories, the main protagonist is an unmarried man with a nasal 
deformity. Whereas in Gogol's story, there are four more named sup-
porting characters, Akutagawa's story doesn't contain any named sup-
porting characters.

Table 2 provides the plot summaries of the two stories. Two major 
differences between the two stories can be noted. First is nose temporar-
ily vanishes from the protagonist Major Kovalyov's face, and assumes a 
new identity on its own in Gogol's story (Fig.1). This hurts the vanity of 
the protagonist. In Akutagawa's story, protagonist Zenchi Naigu was 
unduly worried by the length of his nose, which reaches his chin. He 
was forced to have a medical treatment to shorten his nose. Secondly, an 
unnamed doctor appears as a minor character and interacts with the pro-
tagonist in Gogol's story; such a doctor character is absent in 
Akutagawa's story. 

Gogol story: Hilarious word exchange between the doctor 
and Major Kovalyov

The supporting doctor character in Gogol's story was given the fol-
lowing description: 'The doctor was a fine figure of a man; he had a 
beautiful pitch-black side-whiskers, a fresh, healthy wife, ate raw apples 
first thing in the morning, and kept his mouth extraordinarily clean, 
rinsing it every morning for nearly three quarters of an hour and polish-
ing his teeth with five different kinds of little brushes.' 

The interaction between the nose-deprived protagonist Major 
Kovalyov and the doctor is an example of verbal humor at it's best. This 
is reproduced below, in entirety.

"After asking him [Kovalyov] how long ago the mishap had 
occurred, he [doctor] lifted Major Kovalyov's face by the chin and 
flicked him with his thump on the very spot where the nose used to be, 
so that the Major had to throw his head back with such a force that he 
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hit the back of it against the wall. The doctor said this didn't matter and, 
suggesting that he move a little away from the wall, told him to bend his 
head to the right, and, after feeling the spot where the nose had been,, 
said 'Hmm!'. Then he told him to bend his head to the left and said 
'Hmm!'; and in conclusion he again flicked him with his thumb so that 
Major Kovalyov jerked his head like a horse whose teeth are being 
examined. Having carried out this test, the doctor shook his head and 
said: 'No, can't be done. You'd better stay like this, or we might make 
things even worse. Of course, it can be stuck on. I daresay, I could do it 
right now for you, but I assure you it'll be worse for you." 

Kovalyov (the patient) responds as follows: "I like that! How am I 
to remain without a nose? It couldn't possibly be the worse than now. 
This is simply a hell of a thing! How can I show myself anywhere in 
such a scandalous state? I have acquaintances in good society; why, this 
evening, now, I am expected at two parties in two houses. I know many 
people: Mrs. Chekhtaryova, a state councillor's wife, Mrs. Podtochina, a 
field officer's wife though after what she's done now I'll have nothing 
more to do with her except through the police. I appeal to you, is there 
no way at all? Fix it on somehow, even if not very well, just so it stays 
on; in an emergency, I could even prop it up with my hand. And besides, 
I don't dance, so I can't do any harm by same careless movement. As 
regards my grateful acknowledgment of your visits, be assured that as 
far as my means allow 

The doctor's rib-tickling response was "Would you believe it, I 
never treat people out of self-interest. This is against my principles and 
my calling. It is true that I charge for my visits, but solely in order not to 
offend by my refusal. Of course I could fix your nose; but I assure you 
on my honor, if you won't take my word for it, that it will be much 
worse. Rather, let nature take its course. Wash the place more often with 
cold water, and I assure you that without a nose you'll be as healthy as if 
you had one. As for the nose itself, I advise you to put the nose in a jar 
with alcohol, or, better still, pour into a jar two tablespoonfuls of aqua 
fortis and warmed-up vinegar --- and then you can get good money for 
it. I'll buy it myself, if you don't ask too much. 

In desperation, Kovalyov responded, "No, no! I won't sell it for any-
thing! Let it rather go to blazes!" 

Then, the doctor left the scene saying, "Excuse me! I wanted to be 
of some use to you.... Never mind! At least you saw my good will." 

According to Sandblom17), Gogol himself had a congenitally mal-
formed nose, and whether Gogol's own interaction with his doctor in 
real life turned out to be an inspiration for this story can be postulated. 

Apart from the unnamed doctor who appears as a minor character in 
Gogol's story, the barber Ivan Yakovlevich (who appears in the first and 
third parts of the story) is also identified with "the inscription 'Also 
bloodletting,' there is nothing else in his signboard." This is a reminder 
for the origin of surgeons in Western medicine, when barbers practiced 
blood letting therapy, as part of their profession18,19).

Akutagawa story; Word exchange between Naigu and his dis-
ciple

The doctor character is missing in Akutagawa story. Instead, the dis-
ciple of protagonist Naigu had met a Chinese physician cum priest who 
had prescribed the nose-reduction treatment needed by Naigu. Amusing 
excerpts of the interaction between Naigu and his disciple follows:

" 'I hope it does not hurt. The doctor told me to trample [on the 
nose] mercilessly. I hope it does not hurt.

Naigu shook his head in an attempt to indicate that it was not pain-
ful. But since his nose was being trampled on, his head refused to move 
as expected. So he looked upward, and staring at the disciple's chapped 
feet, replied in an angry-sounding voice:

'It doesn't hurt!' 
If truth be told, since the itchy bits of his nose were being stamped 

on, far from being painful, it actually felt quite pleasant.
After the disciple had been trampling a while, things like grains of 

millet began to appear on the nose. It looked exactly like a plucked fowl 
roasted whole. Seeing this, the disciple stopped his stamping and, as if 
talking to himself said:

'Ah yes, he told me to pluck these off with tweezers.' Naigu puffed 
up his cheeks sulkily and stayed mum, letting his disciple do as he must. 
It was not that he did not appreciate his disciple's kindness; he appreci-
ated it, but nevertheless found it unpleasant to have his nose treated like 
some inanimate object..."

DISCUSSION

Curiously the career paths of Gogol and Akutagawa show parallel 
infirmities of tortured lives. Both suffered from manic-depressive illness 
and died prematurely20-23). While Gogol was unmarried, Akutagawa did 
marry and had three sons. Gogol starved himself to death, at the age of 
42. Akutagawa committed suicide at the age of 35, with an overdose of 
barbituarates (Veronal)24). Religiousness and spiritualism phases in the 

Table 1: Specific Details in the 'Nose' stories of Gogol and 
Akutagawa

Parameter 'The Nose' story

 Gogol1 Akutagawa2

Publication date 1836 1915

Place of story St. Petersburg, Russia near Kyoto, Japan

Length of story relatively longer in relatively shorter
 three parts.

Protagonist Collegiate assessor Palace chaplain Priest
 Major Kovalyov Zenchi Naigu

Age of protagonist still young, ~ 37 yr over 50

Time frame of the story March 25th to April 7th not clearly indicated

Named supporting  barber Ivan Yakovlevich none
characters Praskovya Osipovna 
 (barber's wife)
 valet Ivan
 Mrs. Podtochina (field 
 officer's wife)

Unnamed supporting  a police officer (near the  disciple priest -1
characters bridge)
 'The Nose' boy servant
 clerk at newspaper office disciple priest -2
 district police inspector a samurai
 doctor with side-whiskers temple officials

1translated from Russian to English, by Gleb Struve
2translated from Japanese to English, by Takashi Kojima

Table 2: Plot Summaries of the Two 'Nose' stories
 Gogol (1836) Akutagawa (1915)

The story is in three parts. The story is not split into parts.
Part 1: Barber Yakovlevich finds a  Here, nose do not vanish, but cause 
nose stuffed in the hot bread he was  inconvenience to Naigu, because of 
about to have. He panicks and wanted  it's big size. Naigu submit himself to 
to dispose the nose, by throwing it  a nose reduction treatment, advised 
from St. Isaac's bridge. This act of  by one of his disciples, who had  
was seen by a police officer near  heard from a Chinese physician-
the bridge. priest, attached to Choraku temple.
Part 2: Vanished nose, causes  The treatment was in 3 steps. First 
inconvenience to Major Kovalyov.  step, boiling the nose in scalding 
This absent organ, then assumes a  water. Second step was, trampling 
separate identity on its own, and  on it vigorously and extracting the 
ignores Kovalyov, when the latter  fat from pores of nose. Third step 
approached. The nose is returned to  was boiling the nose once more. 
Kovalyov, by police officer, but  After treatment, Naigu's nose appears 
Kovalyov cannot fix it properly, in  to be 'reduced' in size; but observers 
correct location. A doctor is called,  who knew Naigu were not amused 
but even he also fails miserably.  by such 'reduction' Naigu feels  
Part 3: Kovalyov finds that the nose discomfort and resentful for 
had returned to his face. Barber undergoing the treatment. Next day, 
Yakovlevich shaves Kovalyov and he realizes that his nose had grown 
the latter engages in banter with pretty as long as it had been previously.
ladies in the street. 
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lives of Gogo6,21) and Akutagawa25) have also been observed.
One similarity in both 'Nose' stories is that the two protagonists 

attempt self-treatment for their defective nose, before receiving medical 
advice. In Gogol's story, Major Kovalyov attempts to fix the nose, 
which had been returned to him by the police officer. Gogol's descrip-
tion of this attempt is funny indeed.

"Seized by unaccountable fear, he [Kovalyov] rushed to the table 
and drew the looking-glass closer, to avoid affixing the nose crookedly. 
His hands trembled. Carefully and deliberately, he put it in its former 
place. O horror! The nose wouldn't stick...He carried it to his mouth, 
warmed it slightly with his breath, and again brought it to the smooth 
place between his two cheeks; but the nose just wouldn't stay on.

'Well, come on, come on, you fool!' he kept saying to it. But the 
nose was as though made of wood and plopped back on the table with a 
strange corklike sound. The major's face was twisted in convulsion. 
'Won't it really grow on?' he said fearfully. But no matter how many 
times he tried to fit it in its proper place, his efforts were unsuccessful as 
before." 

Akutagawa's description of self-treatment for defective nose by his 
protagonist is brief, but funny as well. To quote, "While Naigu was a 
passive victim of anxiety on the one hand, there should not be any need 
for me to tell you that he was also tireless in trying all sorts of tech-
niques to shorten his nose. In fact, he pretty much did everything that he 
could in this area. He had drunk boiled snake gourd (karasu uri, in 
Japanese); he had tried rubbing mouse urine on his nose. But no matter 
what he did, his nose remained the same five or six incher dangling 
down over his lips." 

It may not be an exaggeration to infer that Akutagawa had anticipat-
ed the boom in Western rhinoplasty, in his story26,27). According to a 
recent statistic from American Society of Plastic Surgeons, 218,924 cos-
metic surgical procedures were performed for nasal deformities in 
201728).

Sexual overtones, in Gogol's story, equating nose to penis, had been 
presented by few commentators. They attribute the early rejections of 
this story, due to such obscenity of deriving phallic humor from the 

nose. According to Kanzer6), a literary biographer had depicted Gogol as 
a 'lifelong masturbator who probably never had sexual contact with a 
woman.' Spycher7) had suggested that Gogol's nose story was a satirical 
comic fantasy born of an impotence complex. As for Akutagawa's story, 
one cannot deny subtle internal evidence for phallic symbolism in the 
story. His protagonist Zenchi Naigu has a long nose with 5 or 6 sun (1 
sun = 3 cm), that hangs down to his chin! Specific three sentences, 
which appear early in the story may be interpreted with phallic allusions 
linked to matrimony: "The townsfolk of Ike-no-O used to say that with a 
nose like that, it was lucky for Zenchi Naigu that he wasn't a layman. 
They were convinced that with that nose, he would never have found a 
woman to be his wife. There were even those among them who opined 
that it was probably that nose which had made him become a man of the 
cassock."

Two demerits of this commentary need mention. First, I read both 
stories, in their English translations only, but not in their Russian and 
Japanese originals. Secondly, I couldn't locate any original documents 
by either Gogol or Akutagawa, mentioning the reason(s) why they came 
to write these tragicomedy stories. 

CONCLUSION

A trend towards inclusion of literature in the curriculum for medical 
students has gained momentum in the last two decades, to teach experi-
ential nature of suffering and patient empathy for budding physicians 
and nurses29-31). Even self-injuries depicted in popular Japanese manga 
characters are being studied towards this objective32). Thus, in my view, 
both of the 'Nose' stories by Gogol and Akutagawa have become literary 
classics for their presentation of patient suffering and medical humor; 
thus, they deserve recognition in the medical humanities curriculum for 
students in healthcare training.
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